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« What poor wretches we would be, if we were not proud of our ancestors » 
-Laure Conan (1845-1924)

Continuation of the previous part . . .

Theodore I Laskaris (about 1174-1222) was the first byzantine emperor at Nicee in Orient (1204-1222) 

and the co-founder of a new dynasty. Being a formidable warrior in front of Latins, he fought the 

crusaders, the empire of Trebizonde and the Turkish by trying at all cost to retake Constantinople by both 

diplomatie and military means. He succeeded without facility to make this city an administrative capital 

and a cultural center since this one formed the comerstone from which this empire will be restored with the 

skill worthy of the greatest Byzantine sovereign. He was married three times. His first marriage was to 

Anne Ange (1199), his second to Philippa (1214) and his third to Mary of Courtenay (1219). These 

marriages of convenience and love allowed him to establish noteworthy political alliances and thus 

improved the social cohesion in what is called his earth and celestial empire. 

Mary of France (1154-1189) is the legitimate daughter of Louis VII the Young and Alienor of Aquitaine. 

She is a talented poet who lived in France and more particularly at the court of England. Her writings in 

the oïl language highlight Breton legends with fineness and temperance the courteous love as well as the 

marvelous (for example : the images of fairies, of werewolf, of blue bird and some legends attached to a 

place). The tone of her writings favor pity and compassion which were embodied in her characters in a 

limpid and simple style. She then adapted in verse and French the anglo-norman dialect of these Breton 

legends which she gave the name of Lais. For example, the Lai of Lanval reveals the mysterious love at 

the court of King Arthur between a doughty knight and a fairy his lover where it repels the advances of 

Queen Guinevere. Likewise, the most beautiful of her texts, the Lai of chevrefoil which is inspired by the 

story Tristan and Isolde suggests the following poetic message: Beautiful friend, so it is with us, neither 

you without me, nor me without you. In addition to the twelve lais that she wrote, she is the author of 

Ysopet that was a French adaptation of the Aesop' Fables and Espurgatory of saint Patrice tales, a novel 

that evokes the sufferings of purgatory in the context oftravel toward eternity. 

Theodore II Doukas Lascaris (1222-1258) was emperor of Nicee (1254-1258). He was grandson of 

Theodore I Lascaris. He succeeded in retaking Thrace from the Bulgarians, to fight effectively the Turks 

and the tyrant of Epirus. During his wise reign, he favored the bureaucrats of the middle class instead of 
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giving priority to the great aristocratic families. Thus, he preferred to surround himself with cultivated 

people, many being childhood friends, and at the same time distance himself from narrow minded people 

who disliked the letters, the arts and the social innovation. Having an authoritarian nature and suffering 

from epilepsy, he was appreciated by the whole population because taxes were moderate in order to 

support the national army on its feet. Of note, this byzantine sovereign is capable of clemency because he 

had received the divine strength to forgive the first betrayal that he had experienced by one of his generals 

named Michael Paleologus who threatened territorial stability of Byzantine empire faced to social disorder. 

Theodore II Doukas Lascaris is a crowned erudite being both theologian, philosopher, mathematician and 

humanist whose romanticism impregnates his poorly known writings for the most part unpublished. He 

wrote by himself a Cosmology and a Christian Theology which is appreciated to be a systematic doctrine of 

the Christian faith. 

We would like to open here a parenthesis in order to define the values of courage and integrity of two 

amazing ancestors who were trapped in an untenable socio-historical situation due to political and military 

problems which were difficult to resolve. These armed conflicts are always a bad case because of the 

numerous consequences for civilian population. Our contact is the Low Middle-Ages during the chivalrous 

era:1 : where noble lords fought for their respective kings and sometimes paradoxically for the foes as well 

(Cote, 2015a). Thus, let us remember more specifically the ancestors Guy I Le Bouteillier -father- and 

Guy II Le Bouteillier -son- who were eye witnesses of the intrigues of French and English courts because 

they had very likely taken part occasionally in some of their festivities. The first ancestor, named Guy I Le 

Bouteillier (1403-1438), was lord of Roche-Guyon 2, of Bouteilleril and Vieuville (Cote, 2015a, 2015b). 

He was called Guiot during his youth until he was knighted after 1414. Being a noble of Normandy from 

middle extraction, he was attached to Burgundy court carrying the title of ambassador, prosecutor and 

special messager of Queen Isabeau of Bavaria of Normandy (1370-1422), spouse of the King Charles VI 

the Beloved (1368-1422). He was named captain of Dieppe and of Rouen in 1417 (Mesqui, Claire and 

Jean Le Roy, 2008). The city and the fortifications of Rouen underwent a siege on the 29th of July 1418 in 

front of the English troops of the King Henry V 4 · (about 1386-1422) who took ever since advantage of the 

dissension between Burgundians and Armagnacs. Thus, after about seven long months of conflict and the 

discussion, the city signed the capitulation on the 13 th of January 1419 5 • Guy I Le Bouteillier pledged 

allegiance to the English King, Henri V who then conferred him some fortifications and lands to defend 

following this painful journey (for example, The lord land of the Roche-Guyon). It would be permissible to 

note that Guy I Le Bouteillier had participated in the siege of the city of Orleans (1428-1429) in the 

logistical functions; he was quartermaster in food supply and commissar for receiving the watches. He was 
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also part of the Duke of Bedford's personal guard of two hundred fifty infantry soldiers, but it seems in all 

likelihood that he did not directly fight saint Joan of Arc (1412-1431) French troops. Because of this, he is 

unexpectedly considered by the Francophiles chroniclers as a traitor to the French nation (Mesqui, Claire 

and Jean Le Roy, 2008). Moreover, concerning the notion of betrayal in particular, this saint named la 

Pucelle d'Orleans was herself ironically victim of betrayal during this fratricide war 6 • 

In 1425, Guy I Le Bouteillier married Catherine of Gavre d'Escomaix 7 , lady of the Boissiere and Vaux

sur-Orge (Cote, 2015a, 2015b), daughter from an old and very influential family of Flemish origin. They 

had four children8 1, one of which was a son named Guy II Le Bouteillier (about 1430-date unknown), lord 

of La Bouteillerie and the Roche-Guyon (Cote, 2015a). Mesqui, Claire and Jean Le Roy (2008) propose 

that Guy I Le Bouteillier had an exemplary faithful personality. Thus, probably for his wedding with 

Catherine of Gavre d'Escomaix, they affirm that he ordered a work of verses with images which praised 

faithful love. The title of this book is the Livre du Chaste! de Labour written about 1370 by Jacques -or 

Jean- Bruyant. This is a moralistic novel intended to give life lessons to young single people preparing for 

marriage. The story is specifically about a future husband who dreams about an influential struggle 

between imaginary people who embody the vices and the virtues of medieval society; the latter seeking to 

impose their own values which are sometimes demonic. The conclusion of this book is the promotion of 

loyal commitment and the primacy of the woman, where the future husband learns the basic value of a 

balanced life by obedience, reason, work and chastity. However, in spite of his allegiance to Henry V, Guy 

I Le Bouteillier had participated at the cour amoureuse named of Charles VI probably about 1420-1421. 

Besides, in that effect, this brotherhood was apolitical at its beginnings in 1400 but became Burgundian in 

1418. Its purpose was to honor and serve all ladies and bridesmaid as well as to spend part of time more 

gracefully. From there, one can stipulate amply on the personality of Guy I Le Bouteillier. .Jn fact, for 

Mesqui, Claire and Jean Le Roy (2008, p. 4), this noble and valorous combatant had given evidence about 

"a love commitment and a strong fidelity - which show to what extent Guy I Le Bouteillier held firm the 

values that he learned from the cour amoureuse named of Charles VI. This is an interesting counterpoint of 

his personality in contrast to his reputation of traitor at the French cause ... " (Mesqui, Claire and Jean Le 

Roy, 2008, p. 138). After all, it is necessary to be cautious when one trying to persuade that Guy I Le 

Bouteillier had practiced high treason in a troubled era and determined by endless wars because through the 

games of power everyone is experimenting personally and intimately the pettiness, the wickedness and the 

perversity between each other; these being part of their daily lives may be often overwhelmed by new 

stronger and lasting marital alliances. 
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Guy I Le Bouteillier knew well Simon Morhier (about 1390-about 1449), knight, sir of Villier, 

chamberlain of the King, provost of Paris (Cote, 2015a) at the French court. With all these titles, he was 

very close to the sovereigns. He was consequently fully part of the decision making process firstly at the 

French court near to King Charles VI the Beloved and Isabeau of Bavaria, and also a bit later, at the 

English court of King Henry V. Following the example of Guy I Le Bouteillier, he gave his allegiance to 

this sovereign. Then, concerning the familial connections that were woven together over time, Guy II Le 

Bouteillier -son of Guy I Le Bouteillier- married Isabeau Morhier (1425- unknown date) around 1450 

shortly after the loss of the Castel of the Roche-Guyon. They have a son named Jean Le Bouteillier of the 

Boissiere (1460-1530). This lady Isabeau Morhier was the legitime daughter of Simon Morhier. Another 

case in point, Simon Morhier took for his third wife in 1440 Catherine of Gavre d'Escornaix, the widow of 

Guy I Le Bouteillier died at the age of 35 years old. Guy II Le Bouteillier was then 10 years old during this 

wedding. Thus, by the game of alliances, from the perspective of Guy II Le Bouteillier, Simon Morhier 

was related to him in two ways, as step father and father-in-law: he is the father of his wife Isabeau 

Morhier, on one hand, and he is married to his mother Catherine of Gavre d'Escornaix, on the other hand. 

The familial entourage of Guy II Le Bouteillier is therefore tight knit. Then, it is relevant to realize that 

Guy I Le Bouteillier, Catherine of Gavre d'Escomaix, Guy II Le Bouteillier, Simon Morhier, Isabeau 

Morhier and Jean Le Bouteillier are all the ancestral ascendants of Catherine de Baillon. 

To conclude, the descendants of the line of Catherine de Bailloff and Jacques Miville dit Deschesnes have 

the privilege of coming from an ancestral lineage which is very impressive and imposing, the cradle of the 

Oriental and Western civilization, as already stated. Also, we want to remember this prodigious socio

historical era of these fabulous personalities who were faithful for the cause of God. In this regard, we are 

called to become worthy of this family filiation because profound respect of the ancestors is crucial for the 

continuity of the family spirit. These relatively recent genealogic and socio-historical discoveries will allow 

to Catherine de Baillon descendants to cultivate familial connections by communicating values of 

fraternity, of harmony and of sharing while being lucid that they perpetuate unalterable family traits 

transmit to their children with a transhistoric perspective. Through this overview, we then become 

witnesses of an authentic revelation of the religious and spiritual quest among the descendants of Catherine 

deBaillon. 
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Explicative notes 

During the medieval society era, the chivalrous ideal enhance the personal bravery of the combatant 
under the love of God and his beloved. 
2 This castle is a defensive fief full of history since the gallo-roman era. It was a place where celebrities 
resided at their leisure time (for example: Henri IV (1553-1610), Franyois 1er (1708-1765), Alphonse de 
Lamartine (1790-1869), Victor Hugo (1802-1885), Paul Cezanne (1839-1906), Claude Monet (1840--1926), 
etc.). It was also the theater of German operations under the military leadership of General Erwin Rommel 
(1891-1944) just before the battle of Normandy on the 6th of June 1944. This fortified castle was owned by Le 
Bouteillier family from 1419 until 1449 (Mesqui, Claire and Jean Le Roy, 2008). 
3 This fief is the name given to the family manor which belonged to his ancestors of Le Bouteillier whose 
coat of arms presents the image d 'hermines a une jleur de lys de gueules and having the motto nulle que vous 
(Mesqui, Claire and Jean Le Roy, 2008). 
4 Henry V was the king glorified in a play written by Shakespeare that depicts the events of the 
overwhelming victory of the English over the French in one of the classical battles of the Hundred Years' War 
at Azincourt on the 25th of October 1415. Claiming to be a defender of the Catholic faith, Henry V who spoke 
French had wrote the royal motto Dieu et mon droit which is always written at the bottom of the royal coat of 
arms of the United Kingdom. Seeking full peace between France and England, he got from Charles VI The 
Beloved and Isabeau of Bavaria the hand of their youngest daughter Catherine of Valois (1401-1437), with 
dowry Normandy and Aquitaine being an ancestral property by William the Conqueror (1027-1087) and 
Eleanor of Aquitaine (about 1122-1204). Thus, the treaty of Troyes was signed on the 21st of May 1420 
concretizing this political marriage disempowering at the same time Charles VII (1403-1461). From this union 
was born Henry VI (1421-1471), nephew of Charles VII who outrageously declared war against him. This 
armed conflict was won by the king of France Charles VII at the battle of Castillon in 1453 ending definitely the 
Hundred Years War. 
5 The causes that motivated Guy I Le Bouteillier to surrender to the English are nebulous. He had no 
doubt the choice since he was exhausted to the end of his vital forces and on the verge of dead, as other fellows. 
He was also exasperated probably by the prevailing discord in the city of Rouen and the repeated crises of 
madness of Charles VI The Beloved. 
6 In breaking her engagement, saint Joan of Arc affirmed that she had heard voices which told her to fight 
the English and to install the future king Charles VII on the French throne. She embodied for the writer, Charles 
Peguy (1873-1914) l'ame paysanne et pieuse de la France, ardently seeking the implementation of the cite 
harmonieuse on earth. By her perseverance and frank speech, this saint from Lorraine represented the French 
national resistance in spite of the inactivity of Charles VII who abandoned her treacherously to the English 
troops and the ecclesiastic authorities in defense of English interests. She was convicted at the age of nineteen 
years old of heresy in a disloyal trial and died by suffocation and burned at stake on the 30th of may 1431 at 
Rouen, the capital of the duchy of Normandy which belonged to the English during this socio-historical time. 
She was canonized about five hundred years later in 1920. 
7 This couple left many artefacts in the archives of France. There would be sufficient data to write a 
whole textbook on these ancestors whose life stories deserves to be told knowing also that we are situated at the 
beginning of the end of the chivalry ideal around the end of Low Middle-Ages. 
8 As far as we know at the moment, the first daughter of this couple was named Anne and another 
daughter named Marie la Bouteillere Le Bouteillier, lady ofRosay, ofBertreville and of Blosseville. 
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